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This map shows the location of tornado shelters and emergency exits in the area of the campus core. Some bulldlngs may have shelters or exits, or both. More Information can be found
on the Facilities Management website.
I Illustration by Gaby Renteria/ Alestle

Tornadoes at .SIUE:
LEXI CORTES
LUKE SCHMIDT
Alestle Editor in Chief and Alestle
Reporter

As students prepare themselves for
the whirlwind of finals week, another
storm threat looms on the horizon: tornado season.
Tornadoes are most common in the
St. Louis area in the spring months from
March through June, according to geography professor Mark Hildebrandt, who
teaches classes on meteorology.
During the transition from winter to
summer, cold, dry air from Canada collides with warm, moist, air masses pushing up from the south. The two air
masses tend to collide on the great plains
of the United States. Hildebrandt said
these conditions make Edwardsville ripe
for thunderstorms and tornadoes. Another spike in the likelihood of tornadoes
happens in the fall, usually throughout
October and November.
According to Hildebrandt, thunderstorm warnings indicate hail greater than
the size of a quarter exists, as well as
winds greater than 58 mph. The possibility of tornadoes and lightning exists as
well.
Tornado watches are issued when the
conditions are favorable for tornadoes to
exist and precede a tornado warning.
Tornado warnings arc issued when a tornado has been sighted in the area.
Hildebrandt said it is imperative students take each of these warnings seriously.
"One of the things about tornado
warnings is that the National Weather
Service will issue a warning, but, with the
technology of the day, they can't always
sec where a tornado is going to strike,"
Hildebrandt said. "They won't necessarily be able to pinpoint where a tornado is
going to happen or if it will happen. It's
best to err on the side of caution."
Hildebrandt said there are a few key
rules to remember in case of a tornado.
"Don't wait for the sirens to go of£
before you seek shelter. If there is a tor-

nado warning, seek shelter. If you have a
basement or storm cellar, those arc the
best places to go," Hildebrandt said.
"You want to be in the interior of your
basement or your cellar. Under a workbench, under a stairwell is a very good
place to go. Stay away from windows by
all means. Also, during a tornado warning, do not run outside and try to sec the
tornado."
Bathrooms are also safe areas to seek
refuge from a storm, according to Hildebrandt.
"[Bathrooms have] plumbing that
runs through the wall, so it's actually reinforced," Hildebrandt said. "In the
bathroom during a tornado event, take
the shower curtain or a mattress, lie
down in the bathtub, and pull it over you

'

What to do,
where to go

Hildebrandt said. "The only thing I
would be worried about would be flooding. Also, if winds got very, very strong,
and if there was a tornado in the area, the
one danger you could run into is if a tornado were to go close by, there's a potential that one of those areas could actually
work like a wind tunnel and the wind
cbuld get accelerated or you could get
sucked out. If I were in one of those tunnels, I would simply lie down or get as
close to the wall as I possibly could. Personally, I would feel safe there."
During storms that include lightning, Hildebrandt said students should
not only be worried about their safety,
but also their schoolwork saved on laptops.
"Make sure you back up your work.

If you panic , you're just going to be
thinking about the situation and how
bad it [is] instead· of thinking about a
problem you can easily solve.
Justin Pollard
Junior mass communications major from Chicago

because you don't want debris landing on
you."
If getting to a building is not possible, Hildebrandt said safety can be found
outdoors.
"If you are stranded outside, you
want to get as low as you possibly can.
Lie in a ditch, and cover your head,"
Hildebrandt said. "You want to be as low
as you possibly can both for lightning
and also because you want to be able to
avoid flying debris."
The underpasses on the bike trail
might also be a safe option in some situations when looking for shelter, Hildebrandt said.
"If you have nowhere else to go, it
actually probably is a good place to go,"

Save everything over and over and over
again. During a tornado warning, you actually probably shouldn't be working on
a computer to begin with," Hildebrandt
said. "If there is lightning in the area,
your computer can get fried and lose
everything."
Hildebrandt said to be extremely
cautious even after the storm seems to
have passed, for numerous dangers still
exist.
"A lot of causalities happen after a
thunderstorm has happened, especially
when people are driving [at] night ....
Watch for downed power lines, and absolutely don't drive into a flooded area.
If you see standing water, the saying is,
'Turn around, don't drown,"' Hilde-

brandt said. "Don't assume that your car,
just because it has four-wheel drive, can
handle flowing water."
In addition to University Safety and
Emergency Procedures available online,
Hildebrandt said SIUE works to inform
the campus community of the dangers of
severe weather through emails, c-Lcrt
text messages and through the sounding
of sirens .
Junior social work major Alexis
Dykes, of Marine, said the campus e-Lert
system could benefit from more clarification, specifically regarding the difference
between a tornado watch and tornado
warnmg.
"I think they freak us out more than
anything by sending all the e-Lerts. A lot
of people don't know the difference between warning and watch, so as soon as
they hear 'watch,' they're like, 'Oh my
god, we're going to die,' and that's usually not the case, [ and] as soon as they
see the word 'tornado,' it's complete
panic," Dykes said.
An anonymous faculty member said
there is more the university should be
doing to prepare its staff. According to
this faculty member, the SIUE staff, including student workers, is not being
properly trained, and fliers informing the
campus community of emergency plans
are not being placed in each classroom,
as they should be.
University Housing Director Mike
Schultz said when the university has attempted to prepare students in some instances, most were not willing to
participate.
"We do fire alarms at the beginning
of the year, and you'd be surprised how
many students don't even leave during
that time when it's a way of preparing
students," Schultz said. "It's a concern
for us."
Schultz said emergency procedures
are not only given to each student living
in the residence halls in written form, but
it is also available to all students, faculty
and staff on the SIUE website.
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pointment, then a screening would h,1\T to follow, \\'hich
would not likely happen before comn1encement.
After cxplaining Counseling Scn·ices \\ ou]J bc un.,ble ro help, Brase did offer to hdp the t.t,1tl member
\ find some options off campus.
King s.,id he encourages tr,111;.itioning seniors to ulk
ro carea cmmsclors ar thc Carecr Ikvelopmenr Center
about their options after graduation since nnployment
is a means ro instii<mce and menrnl health benefits. Outside of tl)at, he explained there arc not many options for
gr,H.luating seni<!rfnecding (OllllSeling on campus.
"I've L1lkcd to seniors, and I don't ha,·e much ro
ofter. I will say things like, 'Well, have you thought about
a gradu.1tc course? H.we nm thought of taking ,l !postb.~ccalaureatc] nmrsc:"' King said~ "As long.,~ you're a
student, ,\s long nn1're enrolkd - ,H le,1sr three hours
- ,·ou can co1~1C i11 and use our sen ices. That's kind of
a \\:eird option, but it's an option."
There is improYcmcm on the way rhar \\'ill assist
\\"ith Counseling SerYices' staffing needs. King is hirint?;
,1 beh.wio1\1I in,idcnt coordinatOI~ \\'ho \\'ill b~respomiblc for crisis counseling, and a multi~·ultur.11 counselor.
King qid opening rhis position, hm\'eYer, mc.,nt not
beingabk to kecpa graduate ,lssisrant position open.

.,s

Director of .otmsc 111g Services m rew
King recommend the \1etl·ra!1 Atfairs ·. h()Spitals i11 ·• cithcr ,\Lidis1>n ··count)'()r·arJeffi:rson B.u-r,icks.
·
Within the Arnl\', th(:re h:1s been .1 lot
of rr.1ining regarding rhe issues of posttraumaric \n-c~s diso~·dcr and suicide. Oftentimes, tlfr; is through Powerl'oim
presentations; hm\·e,·er, ,\1~>tcs recently had
his senior ROTC srudents attend .111 ewm
c.1lled ''Deep Di,T: Suicide"
Tii prep,m: for the Ch'nt, c1den, read
aniclcs about personal experiences wirh
p6st-traumatic stress slisorder and suicilk ..
."''hey.al st) rs;1\1 •. .1.r~iclcsl ti}>n-i>a•.• ls."9fr1>hjr
pcrspecti,'c < prcvcntifig s uicidc;f\h:f!fy
Mores said ,1fter reading the ,1rticles,
cadets would ha\c to writ~ a reflection

,i,
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Schultz said. "I would think that
there's very few who read it."
Freshman Dylan Stout, of
Pontiac, who lives in Cougar
Village, said while he has not
read the living guide given to
residents, he still feels personally
prepared for a tornado.
"It doesn't really take much
to be prepared for a tornado unless
you're just mentally
shocked, and you just freeze up
and you do n't know what to
do," Stout said. "I feel like I've
been in enough situations that I
would either know what to do
or get into a building and t ry
and gather people u p and be
like, 'Hey, let's go."'
.
Junior mass communications
major Justin Pollard, of Chicago,
said it is important to keep calm in
the case of a tornado and move
quickly to the nearest basement of a
building.
"If you panic., you're just going
to be thinking about the siu1ation
and how bad it [is) instead of thinking about a problem that you can
easily solve .... I d011't realJy panic
about stuff like that too much because it's stuff I can't control" Pollard said. "[I] just figure out tl;c best
solution and get arow1d it."
Dykes said she recently experienced a tornado firstl1and and fow1d
tl1e emotional stress surprising.
"This year, I was at a

friend's house in New Baden
when the tornadoes came
through .... I was outside smoking a cigarette right before, and
the sky was clear, and then it
went green, all the rain stopped,
and it just went completely
quiet," Dykes said. "That's
whenever we took off downstairs. I was freaking out completely. . .. Your body's natural
react ion is shaking, and you
can't really think. There's not really m uch you can control."
According to Schultz, the
resident assistants working
through University Housing
know how to keep people calm
during emergencies.
One area University Housing is working to improve is the
notification of student-residents
that potential severe weather is
present.
Schultz said some flaws in
the current system were identified, specifically when warnings
are sent out and sirens sound in
the early morning. Students
missed the e-Lerts and email notifications and could not hear
the sirens from inside buildings
during a recent warning, according to Schultz.
"It brought to our attention
some concerns that we have and
so we're looking at making some
adjustmcnfs to sec if we can tie
something into our fire alarm

Mores said. "I'll be there as well, bur I w.111r
:\ht a s,\ll, r 1oug 1 she couk nor
them to talk to each other and not to me . . speak for the ROTC p~ogram .ls a whole,
. . . When rhe\· start going down different <she wcn1ld be happy to lend her leadership
rabbit holes, ~\·crv o71ec i~1 a 1\ hik I catch traini11g to Counseling Scn·ices and part,\ rabbit hok I \\'.l.llt tn explore further."
ner witl1 them in sorn~ \\',l\:
Suicide and posr-rraumatic stress dis"I know if I h.11-c the 'kno\\'lcdgc and
order .ire not the onh· things Motes' stu- the ability to pass on something that is
denh discuss. He has spent rhe semester Iimportant j, I \Yould be more rhan \\'illing
doing other discussions on various sub- to do a semin.u- or a talk about th.1t kind of
rhing bce;1use it i, important," ;\L\fh said.
je,ts~induding scxu,ll .issault.
King said the Arnw is one organiz.1The talk w.1s originally about posttraum,uie stress disorder; hm1·cvcr, ROTC tion.rh,\t i~ R'.a]h· tn·ing ·w ,hangc the culcadet Chervl ,.\fatb \\'Jilted to focus rhc disc ru,•gan~ break .the. stigm.1 .ab(~lr n1enral
.. liicsscs~\ii1d _belie, 0s;tl10,'.(,'ir(dc,iiiig iigrc,1.t.
cussic,n•{r1<>rc spccificallv (JI} suicide}
n,,. }'~f dcpt:SJ\i<n< .111xict5;11nyl}f~I i\!' j<>l)'.i";)f! ''![!)!! ;/;;\l/i{(t:M ·n Y'("f':'J "I 'X
lll'sses and even post-traumatic stress dis•
"They developed \\·hat .they rnll the
order bavethc ability to ,1tfrct all types of [ Veteran Affairs/I kpa1·ri1)e.!iflofili,!c?faU)S I:
Clinical Guideline fo1· the Managci' ~, .,.,,,f
pc<>f?.1.s) '.\lafla said shc,,y:11;1\fl Hh\ir
·· :us~id mQre,gcncrallv 011ca111p(1
Post-Traunfati Stress,'' King said
' 6\f ti·.
a prohlcm, and t .
· · before these pc, ml,

system for tornado warnings,"
Schultz said. "The downside to
that is that every time that
there's a test of the sirens, which
happens, I think, the first Tuesday of every month at 10 o'clock
in the morning, you're going to
hear that in the residence halls.
And that's fine; I think we can
explain that to students who
might have been up late or
something and get woken up at
10, bu t I think, for safety reason, we've got to look at that."
Schultz said it should be the
responsibility of every student,
faculty and staff m~mber to familiarize themselves with the literature that is available online
and distributed.
"I'm not sure that any particular person, student, faculty,
staff, community member, does
a whole lot until it's touched
them or got close to them,"
Schultz said. "I know we've got
several students that their homes
were or communities were taken
last spring and are more concerned and arc more aware of
what needs to happen because
they've lived in that devastation
when they went back home."

Luke Schmidt con be reached at
/schmicit@o/estlelive,com or 650-

3527.

want to write for an award-winning
student newspaper?

we 're looking for you .
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Student G_over111!e•t. to ~old
S.1.U
last 1eet11g u1t1I fall semester ·,otttl&B
ALESTLE STAFF
On Friday, April 25, Student Government will ho ld its
last meeting of the spring semester in which it will hear five
travel requests and seven program requests.
SG will also review the constitution of two student organizations and discuss three
university policies and procedures .
The amount of items on the
agenda is likely due to a recent
decision to not hold any SG
meetings during the summer semester.
The five travel requests are
all for the amount of $600 and
are as follows: the Student National Pharmaceutical Association to attend the SNPhA 2014
National Convention; Sigma Pi
Fraternity, Inc. , to attend the
Sigma Pi Biennial Convocation;
Iota Phi Theta to attend the
2014 Summer Leadership Conference; the National Commu-

,,

nity Pharmacists Association to
attend the NCPA Annual Convention; and Delta Lambda Phi
to attend the Delta Lambda Phi
2014 Convention.
The requested amount of
money from the seven program
requests totals $25 ,175 . Sigma
Tau Fraternity is requesting
$ 3,774 to host the GET WET
Beach Party Sept. 5, 2014. The
Interfraternity Council is requesting $5 ,522 to host the
Foam Party Sept. 6, 2014.
The Wildlife and Conservation Club will ask for $895 for
the Raptor Exhibit and the All
About Owls Exhibit Sept. 6,
2014.
The Public Relations Society of America and the English
Language and Literature Association are requesting $6,500 together in order to host "Digital
Communication: New Trends
and Capitalizing on Them
Ahead of Competition" Sept.
19, 2014.
The Red Storm will ask for

$650 to host the Back to School
Bash Aug. 29, 2014. Students
for Justice in Palestine will ask
for $1,854 to host "Joint Struggles: Resistance in the U.S . and
Palestine" Sept. 17- 18, 2014.
The final request will come
from Phi Kappa Psi, which will
request $5 ,980 to host the Glow
Party Sept. 19, 2014.
SG will review the constitutions of SIUE Gospel Choir and
the Pediatric Pharmacy Advocacy Group .
The university policies and
procedures SG will discuss are as
follows: clear and present danger
reporting, firearms and workplace violence.
An open forum will follow
these items for any students who
wish to approach and discuss
something with SG.
The meeting will be 2 p.m.
Friday, April 25, in the Student
Success Center, room 1203.
News can be reached at
news@)alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

University Housing was contacted
to remove it.

4-15-14
An officer arrested Ronald S.
Smith for driving with a revoked
license. Smith was issued citations
~or failure to yield to a_pede~trian
m a crosswalk, no valid registration and no insurance. Smith was
taken to the SIUE Police Department and fingerprinted, photographed and processed. Smith
was released with a notice to ap-

pear.
4-16-14

During the morning, a caller
parked in Lot A next to a blue van
felt uncomfortable and wanted the
police to check out the driver of
the vehicle. The driver was in the
van texting on his phone. The of..
ficer located the vehicle, and it was
empty.
An officer checked the Cougar Village Commons Grill after dispatch
received a 911 call. The caller said
there was a verbal dispute between
two female subjects trying to sneak

food.
4-17 -1 4

--

Officers responded tQ the area
around 509-512 Cougar Village
where a 911 caller said there was a
loud noise outside. An off-duty
resident assistant called and said
kids were putting a bike up in the
trees near 512 Cougar Village. Of..
ficers found a bike in a tree, and

alestleJive.com

Officers responded to Lot B and
the Morris University Center in response to a report of a commotion
with a large group of people. Officers met with a female in the
MUC who said she was struck in
the head bv another female. Tarae
D. Price
arrested for battery
and unlawful consumption of alcohol and was transported to the
SIUE Police Department where
she was fingerprinted, photographed and processed. Price
posted $150 bond and was released.

was

4- 19- 14

An officer requested assistance at
508 Cougar Village with a large
crowd and a fight in progress.
EMS was requested at Lot SD for
a 21-year-old male with multiple
contusions. The subject was transported to Anderson Hospital.

An officer met with the night supervisor of the Morris University
Center who said the glass wall in
the MUC had been shattered by
unknown cause or person.
An officer met with a student who
reported that another student had
been calling and harassing him on
his cell phone.

Eat some great food,
catch up with old friends and
complete a Gen Ed or two!
Taking summer classes at your comniunity
college is cost effective and nwst classes
transfer easi[y, so it is si1np97 credit s1na1t.
.•

Meet with your university academic advisor.
Registration for summer is in progress.

Se'! you in class this summer
... back home/
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and
p ublishers of the Alestle
believe in the free exchange
of ideas, concerns and
opinions and will publish as
many letters as possible .
Letters may be submitted at
the Alestle office located in
the Morris University Center,
Room 2022 or via e-mail at
opinion@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be
typed and double-spaced .
Letters should be no longer
than 500 words. lnclucfe
phone number, signature,
class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit
letters for grammar and
content . Care will be taken to
ensure that the letter's
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except
under extreme circumstances.
We reserve the right
to reject letters.

About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is free.
Additional copies
cost :;;l each .
The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press
Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press, Student Press
Law Center, College
Newspaper, Business &
Advertising Managers.
The name Alestle is an
acronym derived from the
names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville: Alton.
East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
Thursdays in print and on
Tuesdays online during the fall
and spring semesters. A print
edition is available
Wednesdays d uring summer
semesters.
For more information,
c all 618-650-3528.
For advertising, email
advertlsing@alesflelive.com.

Have a comment?
Let us know!

opinion@alestlelive.com.

Letter ·to the editor:
Gender pay gap is not the result of patriarchy, sexism
I have lo ng considered myself a
So where docs the "77 cents on the dollar"
committed liberal - in the classical sense of figure come from? This is a number that arises
the term - and as such, I believe that men and when one takes the aggregate of all workers in all
women ought to be equal under the law. That industries. It is well understood that men and
being said, the recent push by the federal ··women. often follow different education and
government to address the gender wage gap is career paths, and these decisions arc the most
a symbolic step in the right direction . But I'm directly responsible factor for this general pay
quite sorry to report that it will likely have little disparity. However, within specific industries and
or no practical impact o n reported pay workplaces, male and female workers of similar
disparity. This is not because it is a poorly education and experience tend to make the
written law, but rather because this pay gap is same wage. T he pay gap is not a symptom of
an artifact of flawed statistical interpretation.
institutionalized sexism or of a so-called
"patriarchy."
The likely reply to this will be, "But
Jeffirey Elliott
shouldn~ we try and close this gap anyway?"
•In principle, this seems to be a good idea, but
Both the U.S. Department of Labor and the it is not pragmatically feasible.
American Association of University Women,
First of all, changing the attitudes of men
AAUW, once taking relevant factors in to and women in regards to their personal choices
consideration - occupation, college majors, of education and career is not something that
length of employment, maternity, etc. - found can be done via legislation and ought not be
that the supposed 23-cent pay gap almost that way if we have an interest in personal choice.
vanishes entirely, and any remaining gap This legislation - as currently written between 4.8 and 7 cents - can be explained by will not close this gap, as companies already
factors not relating to w1Scrupulous employers.
pay their workers according to their experience
According to the AAUW, "women's inferior and position. The only other means of closing
negotiating skills" best explain this remaining pay this gap short of radical sociological and
gap. At the end of the day, all the data seems to psychological change is to take active steps to
point towards the pay disparity being a result of pay women deferentially higher wages across
individual career choices made by male and female the board to close the gap. However, this
workers.
would amount to the preferential treatment of

I

o ne gender over another and is precisely what
this debate is trying to eliminate.
It is not mv asst:rtion tl1at tl1erc arc not still
sexists in our society and in our places of work
but tllis is a far cry from asserting a kind of
i11Stitutionalized conspiracy against women.
The Anglo-Austrian philosopher Karl
Popper warned us about conspiratorial tllinking
in 'The O pen Society and its Enemies," writing,
"I do not wish to imply that conspiracies never
happen. On the contrary, they are typical social
phenomena. They become important, for
example, whenever people who believe in the
conspiracy tl1eory get into power. And people
who sincerely believe that they know how to
make heaven on earth are most likely to adopt the
conspiracy theory, and they get involved in a
counter-conspiracy theory agait1St non-existing
conspirators. For the only explanation of their
failure to produce their heaven is the evil intention
of the devil, who has a vested interest in hell."
In other words, before we start looking for
evil patriarchs twisting their mustaches behind the
curtain of male privilege, we ought to first
consider the possibility that tl1e devil we are
pursuing does not even exist, that there is no
magic bullet solution to sexism, and the way to
solve the remaining problems is not via sweeping
legislation of moraliq; but rather by addressing
individual cases of sexism and better enforcing our
current laws.

The desk makes the difference:
However nerdy, sitting in front of the classroom benefits students
Most of us have that one area in the
classroom where we always sit, no matter
how the room is put together. Yo u m ay
gravitate toward the back, or you may aim
for a comfy spot against the wall. Studies
have shown, though, that
academic performance
can be directly linked to
where a student sits in
the classroom.
Janice Durako
Reporter

Penn State University reported that
students who sit toward the front of the
classroom tend to perform better on tests.
This argument is right on the money.
College life isn't just about passing
tests, but it's also about being as successful
as possible as both a student and a

community member; otherwise, why are we
spending so much time and mo ney here ?
If the statistics about grades don't scare
you to the front, consider the more
rhetorical reasons to sit up front.
It's true that front row seats carry a lot
of stigma in the classroom; students who sit
in the front tend to participate more actively
and may be seen as nerdy or a teacher's pet.
Labels or not, it's a good thing that these
students are being noticed by their
professors and peers, and they are taking
initiative in higher education.
You' ll be more attentive and more likely
to answer questions because you have the
professor right in your face. Sitting in the
front may not automatically make you a
straight-A student, but it will show the
professor that you're invested in his or her
class, in turn causing him or her to be more
invested in you and your performance.

The back of a classroom may feel
comfortable to you ; perhaps you are 6 feet
7 inches tall or you like to check Facebook
without drawing attention . Whatever the
reason, it can't hurt to try out a front-row
seat for a week or two.
Use it as an opportunity to build
rapport with your professor. When you' re
moving on to appl y for jobs or even
graduate 5chool, a professional relationship
with people in the field, like your college
professors, will make a huge difference and
get you noticed.
Prove to yourself and others around you
that your education is worth stepping out of
your comfort zone, and find the front of the
classroom.

•
Janice Durako can be reached at
jdurako@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

Send us an e-mail :

opinion@alestl elive.com
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167

Do you sit in the front of the classroom?
Answer our poll at www .alestlelive.com.

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at
650-3527 or lifestyles@alestlelive.com .
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LUKE SCHMIDT
A/estle Reporter
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A re-imagining of the Spanish play "Life is a
Dream" opened Wednesday, April 23, in the Dunham H all Thea ter, and it will run through the
weekend. The plafs last show will take place at 2
p.m., Sunday, April 27.
Imprisoned by his father, th e ki ng of Poland,
for the entire 18 years of his life, young Pri nee
Segismundo <rn akens one day to find that he has
become king for a day with no recolkction at all
<ls to how h~ arrived there.
Director Chuck Harper said he has been
dreammg of putting on this play for years, but
bringing the play into reality proved difficu lt.
"This play has been on my mind ever since
graduate school. I've always d reamed of doing it
at some pomt," H arper said. " It is a Spanish
golden age play, so ci rca 1600s. The author, Pedro
Calderon de la Barca, is co nsidered the Spanish
Shakespeare. T his is an ambitious project for us
in a lot of ways. The play itself is long. It is from
a time period far removed from ours, and the
original language is written largely in Spanish poetical form."
Harper said the play is one of immense existential crisis, dealing with core elements of the
human experience.
"The king is a devotee of astrology, deciphering signs from the stars to learn what is best for
his country. He discovers a prophecy that he is
going to have a son, and that his son is going to
be a horrible, hideous ruler bringing chaos to the
country," Harper said. "When his son is born, the
king doesn't have the heart to kill him, so he locks
him away in a tower and tells everyone that his
son has died. The son is cut off from all human
contact except for o ne jailer who looks after him
and a few masked guards . He is raised like this for
18 years, until his father, the king, begins to have
second thoughts about the prophecy."
The king decides to free his son and make
him king for a day. If the prince behaves well, as
a good king should, the king will accept that the
prophecy was wrong, and he will subsequently
make his son the new ruler. If he behaves poorly,
he will be returned to the tower to spend the remainder of his days. What follows is a visceral
struggle as the naive prince attempts to discern
what is real life and what is a dream and, accordingly, how he should act in real life versus in
dreams.
English professor and actor in th e production, Jeffrey Skoblow, said each character in the
play is under an immense amount of pressu re
ready to break at any moment.
"The concept of honor and nobility is a
prevalent theme. The characters mostly consist of
nobility who are caught in a vice with t he screws
continually tightened," Skoblow said. "This concept of honor and nobility is a rather medieval
one, so it will be interesting to see how it translates in a modern context."
Harper said they decided to set the play in a
more modern context rather than the original medieval one because it would translate better for a
colle-ge audience.
"When we decided to perform this older play,
it was important for us to not have any preconceived notions of what it would look like and to
keep an open mind," Harper said. "I went to the
costume designers to begin discussing how the
produ ction would look. The style of steam punk
emerged as an appr:opriate vehicle to tell the story;
and I knew that's what I wanted to do."

In this scene, Astolfo discovers Rosaura 's true Identity after she had concealed It to gain entry Into the castle
Senior theater performance art major Wes Robinson, of Decatur, played Astolfo and sophomore theater performance major Francesca Ferrari, of Edwardsville.

Steampunk is a literary or costume-play
genre. It is a mix of Victorian England style and
the Industrial Revolution. This genre lends itself
to the idea of imprisonment and chains, which is
prevalent to the story. The new Sherlock Holmes
movies are examples of the steampunk style.
There are a lot of machines from that era that run
on steam, which is the idea behind the steampunk
movement.
Harper said its is difficult to define reality
and dreams in this production.
"The thing about steampunk is that it's not
real. It is embedded entirely in fa ntasy, which
works because our production is rather fantastical. The underlying philosophical inquiry in this
play is the idea of waking life and dreaming,"
Harper said. "Essentially, what is the connection
between the nature of waking life and the nature
of dreaming? What ifwe are truly awake when we
dream? This play is more of a fable or a fairy tale

I Phot o c ourtesy of Valerie Goldston
than a realistic play. The steampunk style lends itself well to telling our story in a visually appealing
way that is exciting and relatable for college students."
Skoblow, who worked closely with the original Spanish text, said the production is working
from a version of the play translated by an Irish
female poet .
"The language of this particular translation is
musical. The rhythmic movements are clear and
precise. I t is exceptional spoken poetry," Skoblow
said. "This particular translation fits the concepts
we are working with, and I think the language
will be far mo re accessible and therefore enjoyable
to the audience."·
Tickets fo r "Life is a Dream" are free for students with a valid university ID.
Luke Schmidt c an be reached a t
lschmidt@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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This yl!arS Springfl!st turns
Ouad into Panl!m For onl! Wl!l!k
C AITLIN GROVE
Alestle Reporter
"The Cougar Games: 1
Catching Pride" began Mon- :,
day, April 21, as SIUE Cam- \
pus Activities Board hosted its
annual Springfest, featuring a
multitude of events throughout the week, all of which
consist of a ''Hunger
Games" theme.
According to Springfest
Chairman, senior nursing major
Zach Greenema~; of Maryville,
this is a week full of events for students to come and case their minds
aw,w from their classes as well as get
thc1n excited for the end of the ~cmestcr.
"Bas1call,, this is our homecon •1110:::, week m the sprin"timc"
t"'
'I
Grecnema,· said. "Tl1c \\ cather 1s
getting rncer, .md these events arc
nothing too se1ious. This is really
what tl~is week is designed for, to
get smdent\ ready for summer Jnd
m,wbe focm tl1cm more for finals
week."

S tud en t
organizations
involved will receive points during Springfcst
week for each
event based on
factors such as
their participation and members tl1e
group has in attcndmce. The organization witl1 the most points will
win a cash prize and troph).
Tribute Court voting began
Monday and will continue tl1roughour the fest until Tlrnrsda,: According to Greenema,; tl1is is ·similar to
homecoming
Jnd queen in tl1e
fall, witl1 a more laid-back tccl .

king

I Photo illustration by Christian Lee/ Alestle

we l'.'.J you.
do you i:i us?
facebook.com/alestlelive

''This will have 10 candidates, each chosen based on leadership involvement both on
campus and acade~cally," Greenemay said. "Students will be able to
vote throughout the week for their
favorite candidates on their SIUE
emails."
The fest will continue Thursday with day two of the Student
Organization Fair from 10 a.m . to
2 p.m. H ere, the winner of1hbute
Court will be crowned.
''This is where all of the smdent
organizations will set up tables in
the quad, sell smfr and basically promote tl1emselves," Greenemav said.
A Cross Between \\ill sponsor
"Tl1e Flour Games," SIUE's annual
Hour war, witl1 a water balloon fight
type feel except with the twist of
baking flour instc,1d of w,1ter. This
will be held from 5-8 p.m. in the
Wo<xiland Bowl.
Also Thursd,n, the softball

team \\'ill play fa.u;ville 5 p.m. at
Cougar Field.
The final event of tl1e fest will
be a Can1pus Carnival sponsored by
University Housing held from 125 p.m: Saturd~y in the
Woodland Bowl.
1l1is event will
feature carnival attractions, yard
games,
crafts and
free food.

Earlier in the week, the festivities kicked off at noon Monday with
a trivia tournament, which was be
held at 6:30 p.m. in the Morris
University Center. 1l1is trivia night
included teams of five to eight people competing for a first place prize
of $200, second place of $125 and
a third place prize of$75.
On Tuesday, April 22, there
were two events along with the continuation of the Tribute Court voting.
The first event of tl1e day was a
food-eating contest held at 12 p.m.
in tl1e quad where smdent organizations participated and all students
were welcome to attend.
Tl1e second event of the dav
wa~ tl1e ''Tribute Scavenger Hunt;,
held at 4:30 p.m . also in the quad
and was, like most otl1er events,
"Hunger G.urn~s" themed.
Wedncsda)\ April 23, was the
busiest day of tl1e fest, feamring
manv different events. The first
cven"r of tl1e day was the Student
Organization Fair, held in the quad
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
During tl1e Student Organization Fair, Tl1e Bank of Edwardsville
sponsored a giant banana split
event. Here, employees filled a
canoe with banana splits that students could come enjoy.
At the same time as the banana split celebration, ''Tribute
Karaoke" was held in Goshen
Lounge in the MUC.

The next event of the day was

"Survivor on the Quad" sponsored
by Campus Recreation from 3-4
p.m. 1l1is included relay race type
activities geared towards the
''Hunger Garnes" theme.
The final event of the day was
a screening of 'The Hunger
Games" film shown in the Woodland Bowl at 7 p.m.
According to Greenemay, this
is an important event because it is
one of SIUE's many traditions.
''We are still so young as a universil); and we are still embracing
our traditions," Greenemay said.
"Springfcst is one of thos~ traditions. That's why I think it is good
for CAR. Ir\ one of our big events
th,1t students look forward to every
vcar."
·
Senior political science major
and CAB member Mariah Young,
of Edwards, ille said this fest offers
events at all times of dav so su1dents
have a greater chance of being able
to attend ,111d participate in many
ways.
"Springfest is the best fest,"
Young said. "Tllis is a way for both
commuter as well as residential smdents to come together, meet new
people and experience all that SIUE
has to offer."
Caitlin Grove can be reached at
cgrove@olestlelive.com or 650-3527.

We are looking for healthy men and women to
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Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Sports Editor at
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com
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* standings as of noon on April 23
Baseball
SE Missouri
Tenn. Tech
Jax. State
Morehead St.
E Kentucky
Murray St.
SIUE
Belmont
Austin Peay
E. Illi no is
UT Martin

OVERALL
27-13
3211
21-17
22-18
19-21
17-21

ovc
17-4
14-7
11-7
10-8
9-9
9-9

13-24

10- 11

18-22
16-24
12-28
5-33

8-10
8-10
6- 12
3-18

April 18 results

E. Kentucky 9, SIUE 8
Austin Peay 3, Belmo nt 2
More head St. 14, UT Martin 6
SE Missouri 11 , E. Illino is 7
Ohio State 3, Murray St . l
Tenn . Tec h 15, Ja x. State 4
April 19 results

Morehead St. 6, UT Martin 4
E. Kentucky 8, SI UE 3
Be lmo nt 4, A ustin Pe a y 2
E. Illinois l 0, SE Missouri 3
Tenn. Tech 11, Jax. State 8
Murray St. 7, Ohio State 5
April 22 results

UT Martin 9, SLU 2
Belmont 13, Lipscomb 3
More head St. 12, Ohio 4
S. Illinois 5, SE Missouri 2
Kentucky 15, Tenn. Tech 13
Evansville 6, Murray St. 3
Illinois 3, E. Illinois 2
Schedule for April 25
Belmont at E. Illinois
Tenn . Tech at Murray St.
SE Missouri at Jax. State
Morehead St. at SIUE
E. Kentucky at Austin Peay

Junior hurdler Jatavia Wright and sophomore hurdler LaDonna Caston battle It out at the 2013 Gateway Classic. At this year's version of the Gateway Classic,
Caston bested Wright and every other hurdler by winning the 1OOm and setting the school record in the process. It was not all bod for Wright, as she came in
second place In the long Jump, matching her school-record leap.
I Alestle file photo

Gateway Classic proves to be i~portant day for Track and Field program, athletes

Softball
East
Jax. State
E. Kentucky
Tenn . Tech
Morehead St .
Belmont
Tenn . State
West
SIUE
E. Illinois
Murray St.
UT Martin
Austin Peay
SE Missouri

OVERALL
33-12
24-17
18-32
11-30-1
12-29
16-34

ovc

24-19

16-3

34-13
25-21
23-22 -1
19-27
7-29

14-4
12-8
10-9
7- 13
2-16

17-4
13-6
10-11
6-13
6-14
4-16

April 18 results

Austin Peay 11, Morehead St. 3
E. Illinois 11, Belmont 2
E. Kentucky 7, Murray St. 0
Jax. State 9, SE Missouri O
Morehead St. 3, Austin Peay 2
SIUE 4, Tenn. Tech 2
Tenn. Tech 6, UT Martin 2
E. Illinois 3, Belmont 1
E. Kentucky 4, Murray St. 2
Jax. State 9, SE Missouri 0
SIUE 2, Tenn. State 1
UT Martin 3, Tenn . Tech l
April 19 rt:sults

•

Morehead St. l , Murray St. O
E. Kentucky 3, Austin Peay 0
Tenn. Tech 3, SE Missouri O
E. Illinois l, Tenn . State 0
Jax. State 3, UT Martin O
Murray St. 5, Morehead St. 1
SIUE 3, Belmont 2
Austin Peay 8, E. Kentucky 4
Tenn . Tech 5, SE Missouri 3
E. Illinois 2, Tenn. State 0
SIUE 3, Belmont 1
Jax . State 7, UT Martin 5

BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

In their second home meet of
the season, the men's and
women's track and field teams
put together one of their best
showings of the year, breaking
numerous school records and
setting many more personal bests.
The Gateway Classic, held
Saturday, April 19, was a big day
for the athletes in the program,
but it was also a day to remember
for
Head
Coach
Eileen
McAllister. McAllister said she
considered the meet to be one of
the greatest the university and
program have held since joining
Division I.
"This was by far the best,
most competitive meet we've
had," McAllister said. ''Now that
we're in Division I, we've had big
meets before, but as far as
Division I competition, this was
probably one of the best we've
had."
McAllister said it was
promising to see so many athletes
have their best performances of
the year at the home meet.
"We had some breakthrough
performances," McAllister said.
"Kids responded to having big
competition there. You could tell
the athletes were at home, and
since we have the conference
meet at home, that's a good
thing. We had some big [personal
records] that will set us up to get
into the big heats in conference."
McAllister said the day of the
meet had perfect weather for the
...events. She said that, along with
various other aspects, allowed the
athletes to run their best races 'or
toss their best throws.

"Being at home is one
factor," McAllister said. ''We've
got an outstanding facility, so it's
conducive to good marks. Being
home and not having to travel
helps out a lot. The weather also
helped out a lot. Some of the
other meets we've gone to, we've
had nasty weather, and that hurts.
The level of competition was
good too. We had a couple of
conference schools here, so I
think that helped."
The day may have ultimately
belonged to the SIUE program
for putting a on a successful
event, but it was a memorable
day for a few keys athletes on the
team.
Junior La'Derrick Ward has
been in contention for a spot in
the NCAA D-I meet all season
long, but after his attempts in the
long jump on Saturday, Ward all
but guaranteed himself a spot in
the meet.
With a jump of 26 feet, 3
inches, a mark that breaks Ward's
own school record, he is now the
top-rated long jumper in the
NCAA. He also set the school's
record in the triple jump Saturday
with a leap of 49-1 3/ 4.
Ward has had success in
previous seasons, but McAllister
said she attributes his .ability to
remain healthy this season as the
reason for his current form.
"I think the biggest thing is
that, in the past, he's had some
little things that have kept him
out here and there," McAllister
said. "Now, he's two years into
the progi:am. He's more mature
physically and can handle more.
He's just now coming out
because he's able to do it
consistently."

Also having a good showing
for the men's program were
junior Braxton Klavins, senior
Jamil Mashni and freshman Julian
Harvey:
Klavins won the 200m and
400m races with times of 21.20
seconds and 46.81 seconds,
respectively:
Mashni and Harvey, both
field athletes, set personal bests
on their ways to victory. In the
shot put, Mashni threw the shot
55 1/4 on his way to a first place
finish. Harvey almost got up to
seven feet on his way to a win in
the high jump, leaping 6-10 3/4.
For the women's team,
sophomore LaDonna Caston
broke the school's record for the
100m hurdles. Finishing with a
time of 13.49 seconds, Caston
won the race and broke the
previous school record, held by
junior Jatavia Wright, by less than
three-tenths of a second.
McAllister said Caston raced
differently than she had all
season, claiming she looked like
she had a little extra push on
Saturday:
"She looked incredible on the
hurdles," McAllister said. "Again,
I think she's been waiting for that
breakthrough, but also having
those conference schools there
helped. There is some really good
competition in the hurdles at
conference. She had something to
prove, and she wanted to do it
before the conference meet. She
also wants to get into the NCAA
meet. She knows she has to run
faster if she wants to do that. Her
final hurdle race was phenomenal.
Everything clicked, and she just
ran away from the pack."
Also having successful days

on the women's side were seniors
Claire Brown and Hilary Conrad,
junior Elizabeth Hamp! and
sophomore Jessica Oranika.
Brown, running in the
5,000m race, and Oranika,
running in the 400m race, both
finished second in their respective
events. Not far behind Oranika
was Conrad, who finished in
third place in the 400m.
Throwing the hammer,
Hamp! finished in first place with
a throw of 195-4. She followed
that performance with a thirdplace finish in the shot put.
Although the team is
scheduled to travel to a meet this
weekend, only Browne and
Hamp! will be competing as the
teams ready themselves for the
Ohio Valley Conference meet.
McAllister said this week has
been about getting prepped for
the conference meet, which is
going to be held at SIUE for the
first time.
"For
the
most
part,
everybody gets off this weekend,"
McAllister said. "We did that on
purpose so that they can get off
and get rested and stuff like that.
Now we' re putting tl1e final
touches on some training stuff,
getting some extra rest. With the
end of the semester, we know
there will be a lot more academic
stuff. Hopeful!); the reduction in
travel should help with that."
The teams will compete at
the
OVC
Outdoor
Championships starting· at 10
a.m . Saturda); May 2, at Korte
Stadium. The competition will
continue and end May 3.
Ben Levin can be reached at
b/evin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
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Sophomore pitcher Haley Chambers whips the ball toward home plate as junior third baseman Alex McDavld prepares for the ball to be hit her way April 13.
Chambers and McDavld helped lead the Cougars to four victories during the weekend. Chambers pitched the team to two victories and provided offensive
production In another. McDavld collected five hits throughout the four games, Including three hits In the finale Sunday.
I Photo by Abbie Speiser/Alestle
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Chambers improves to TI-1 in Ohio Valley Conference play with two victories during the weekend
BEN LEVIN
A/estle Sports Editor

The softball team pushed its
conference winning streak to
seven games by winning both of
its two-game series against
Tennessee State and Belmont
during the weekend.
The four victories keep the
Cougars in first place in the
Ohio Valley Conference West
division, with six conference
games remaining before the
OVC tournament.
Head
Coach
Sandy
Montgomery saw some flaws in
her team's play during the four
games, but said she could not
complain much given the
outcomes.
"We weren't exceptio nally
sharp," M ontgomery sa id. "We
continue to try to improve on
that and get to the end of the
ye.1r .rnd pc.1k \\ hen \\ e 're
supposed to. Anytime you get
fou1 \vins in the conference, on
the roa~l, "\!u've got to be happy
• bom t 1.1t.
Throughout the seYen-game
conten:nce' winning streak~ the
Cougars ha\'e scored more tlun
four ~runs on only two occasions.
~lontgomery sai"d the key to the
team's success has been solid
pitching and opportune hitting.
"We've been pitching well,"
Montgomery said. "That's been
keeping us in ball games. We've
been getting timely hitting.
That's crucial this time of the
year. You've got to get timely
hitting, good pitching and play
good defense. If you can do all

of those things, you're going to
get good results. "
In game one against
Tennessee State ( 16-31 overall,
4-13 OVC), sophomore Haley
Chambers (14-12) continued to
build on her already successful
season by getting the victory. In
the win, Chambers went the
entire seven innings, striking out

'

day, freshman Alexis Kohrs (1-0)
impressed in her first victory of
the season. Pitching a complete
game, Kohrs did not give up an
earned run in the appearance.
Montgomery was impressed
by the fres hman's performance
and said Kohrs' defense helped
her get the win.
"S he limited her hits and

When you 're No. 1 in the
conference, everyone plays their
best against you.
Sandy Montg omery
Softball Head Coach

10, while giving up two earned
runs on three hits.
~lontgomcr~
s:iid
Clum hers, who ,, a~ l O l in
0\'( pb\' after the\ ilton~ has
stepped up .ls o 1c of thL· tc,1m
lc.1ders this season
"She's pitching \\ ell, no
doubt about it," Montgomery
said. "Her onlv loss is when we
th rew her 111 back-to-back
games. She's confident. She's got
command of her pitches for the
most part. Being a lefty is
certainly an advantage for her.
She has good velocity and can
keep hitters off-b alance. She's
doing well right now and
someone we consider a go-to
right now."
In the second game of the

didn't let them spray the ball
around or gi\'e up back-to-back_
hits," Montgomery ,.1id. "She
limited her walks and really kept
the ball dcm n. She's a rough,
lurd drop ball pitcher. She gets a
lot of ground lull outs ti.lr us
and, luckil)~ we played good
defense for her. When she can do
that, we're g01ng to be
successful."
On Sund ay, Chambers was
back on the mound for the first
game against Belmont. Like her
ap pearance Saturday, Cham bers
got the victory, going seven
innings while giving up two
earned runs on fo ur hits.
Along with her performance
on the mound, Chambers went 2
for 3 from the plate, with a

double and triple.
In game two of the series,
Kohrs saw early trou ble in the
first inning and was pulled for
senior Erin Greenwalt. During
her six-inning outing, Greenwalt
gave up no hits or runs while
striking out five in the win.
Ju nior third basem an Alex
McDavid and senior catch er
Rachel Coonrod sparked the
Cougars' offense in the game.
McDavid went 3 for 4 at the
plate, with a double. Coonrod
went 2 for 4, with two RBIs.
The Cougars will play
Evansville Thursday, April 24, in
the team's last non-conference
game of the year. After that
game, the players have six
conference games to improve
their record and rem ain in first
place.
Montgomery said the team
is not worried about how other
teams pi.t,· dunng that stretch
because thl' Coug.us' fate is in
their m, n l1.1nds
"\Yc'rc just t,1lking about
us," Montgomery said. "\Ve need
to clean up some things and
continue to try to impro\-c and
be the best that we can be going
into the end of the vcar. Both
Eastern Illinois and Miirray State
will be challenging because
they're both good teams . When
you're No. 1 in the conference,
everyone plays their best against
you. We h ave to m ake sure we
show up and do everything we
can to control our own destiny."

~· .-

Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@alestlelive.com or 6W-3524.
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The St. Louis Blues' David Backes is on the ice after taking a hit from the
Chicago Blackhawks' Brent Seabrook in third-period action during Game 2
of a Western Conference quarterfinal Saturday, April 19, 2014, at the
Scottrade Center in St. Louis. Seabrook was assessed a game misconduct
penalty for the play, and the Blues scored the tying goal on the ensuing fiveminute power play; Backes left under his own power.
I Photo by Chris Lee/St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT)

View from the Sidelines:
Series, intensity not
finished for the Blues,
Blackhawks
BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

The Blues and Blackhawks are
only two games into their first
round, and already the series has seen
tempers flare between the teams.
After a triple overtime victory
by the Blues in game one, Chicago
was looking to even the score in
game two. The players were unable
to find their flow in the first period,
though, as the Blues roughed the
Blackhawks up for four penalties.
Despite a focus on chippy play, the
Blues scored two goals in the period
andled2-0.
The Blackhawks must have
thought they could match the Blues
in this way and started to pick up
their hitting, legal and illegal, with
37 penalty minutes during the next
two periods.
The intensity hit its peak in the
third period, with Brent Seabrook's
now famous hit on David Backes,
injuring Backes and landing
Seabrook a game misconduct and a
three-game suspension.
Despite a 2-0 lead in the series
for the Blues, this series is anything
but at its end. Last year, the Blues
went up 2-0 before losing to the
Kings
in
the
conference
quarterfinals. In contrast, the
Blackhawks, last season's Stanley
Cup champion, came back from 3-1
down against the Red Wmgs in the
conference semifinals.
The Blues are in a good
position to move into the next round
of the playoffs, but this year's stars
have been stumped in past playoff
experiences. TJ. Oshie has well
documented playoff struggles,
scoring only five points during his
20 playoff appearances. Alexander
Steen, who led the Blues in points
and goals this season, has only a
slightly better playoff record, scoring
eight points during 21 playoff
appearances.
The biggest question for the
Blues is how the hit to Backes will
affect his ability to play. Backes was
out cold after the Seabrook hit and
did not return from tl1e locker room
in gan1e two. lf the Blues captain is
out for an extended period of time,
Oshie or Steen may be called upon
to take over the leadership role for
the offense.
Defensively, tl1e Blues players
still have to prove tl1emselvcs. Goalie
Ryan Miller has looked shaky at
times and has yet to put together a
solid 60 minutes in either of the first
two games. The Blues scoring has

been solid during the first two
games, but it is hard to imagine the
production remaining at its current
level.
For the Blackhawks players,
they must focus on stopping the
Blues without one of the NHL's
best defenders in Seabrook for the
next three games. Goalkeeper Corey
Crawford has done his part to keep
the games close, but with 83
combined shots on goal during the
first two games, his defenders need
to step up and block shots before
they reach the net.
Then tl1ere is the problem of
the power play. The Blackhawks
were unable to take advantage of the
Blues' early penalties in the first
period and have gone 1-10 with
extra men on the ice in the series. In
a series in which tl1e first two games
have been decided by one goal,
taking advantage of your power
opportunities is crucial and may
decide who wins the series.
The Blackhawks will have to fix
their defensive and power-play
struggles all while dealing with an
onslaught of Blues' hits, both legal
and illegal. The Blues have
dominated the Blackhawks in hits in
the series and have found a way to
keep players out of the penalty box
more often than Chicago.
After the Seabrook hit, the
Blues will be looking for blood.
Blues' tough-guy Ryan Reaves has
looked like a man on a mission to
hurt through the first two games,
and after seeing his captain hit with
a cheap shot, will be encouraged to
get revenge. After a recent video
surfaced on the St. Louis PostDispatch website showing a
Blackhawks player - some have
speculated Duncan Keith
taunting Backes saying ''Wake)~
wakey," the urge to injure may
increase for the Blues players.
While the Blackhawks can
certainly take some and dish out
some more, this sort of play is what
tl1e Blues thrive on.
Just take a look at Backes. A
leader on offense, Backes has led the
Blues in hits during the first two
games of the series. Many Blues
players, like Steve Ott and Adam
Cracknell, follow the captain's lead
and live for hitting.
The hard-fought, first-round
matchup between the Blues and the
Blackhawks may see one team with
an early lead, but the series and
intensity is nowhere near fmished.
Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@alestlelive.com or 6Ei0-3524.
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Cards Notebook: Fornataro gets chance to provide reHef
assignment was a test as much as a
debut. Fornataro retired all three
Mets he faced, including the final
two by ground outs. With no
roster crunch on the horiwn,
those are the numbers that matter.
The Cardinals have been
seeking that final righty for the
bullpen since spring training. On
the final day of the exhibition
schedule the Cardinals chose Keith
Butler from a trio of finalists that
also included David Aardsma and
Rondon. Fornataro, returned to
Class AAA Memphis earlier in
spring, emerged through the
season by taking over as closer for
the Redbirds. He earned the
promotion to the majors -- and the
right to stay when Lyons arrived - with five scoreless innings and a
save for Triple-A Memphis.
"It just didn't look like he was
ready quite yet," Cardinals
manager Mike Matheny said of
spring training. "It really wasn't
being
translated
into
his
opportunity in the games in spring
training. He needed to go to
work. ... The stuff [he has] can be
overpowering and electric but if

DERRICK GOOLD
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT)

After four days of waiting and
more waiting in Washington for a
debut that didn't happen,
Cardinals reliever Eric Fornataro
saw Monday the anticipation he
had been trying to ignore replaced
with something else entirely.
This is his chance.
The Cardinals had to demote
one of two relievers Monday to
make room for starter Tyler Lyons,
and try as he might to ignore the
news or the numbers game
Fornataro and Jorge Rondon
knew the move would be one of
them. The Cardinals kept
Fornataro.
"After that happened, I feel
like it's my opportunity to lose
now," said the righty Tuesday. "I
have to go out there and get quick
outs. Whatever the situation I'm
in that's my only goal -- get outs
as quick as possible."
Fornataro, 26, made his bigleague debut Monday night with a
scoreless eighth inning in a tworun ballgame at Citi Field. The
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you're not in the zone, it's not
going to play here. He's learning
some lessons real quick."
What the Cardinals instructed
Fornataro to do upon his return to
the minors was rethink how and
when he uses his power. Fornataro
is one of the high-velocity righties
the Cardinals have developed, and
at Class AA a couple years ago he
heaved his way onto the 40-man
roster. He said he "wouldn't even
look, just throw hard." The majorleague staff wanted him to rely
more on his sinker than his raw
power. They urged to him target,
the middle of the plate and let the
pitch's natural run find the edges.
"I don't know if that was a
wakeup call to him," Matheny
said.
In his debut against the Mets,
Fornataro threw 13 pitches, all
sinkers. He touched 95 mph with
the pitch, but said he purposefully
didn't unleash. He has something
to reach back for later should the
situation demand it.
"I still do that," Fornataro
said. "But you don't have to throw
max effort all the time, rather you

can be smart about it. You don't
need to pump fastballs. I see the
benefit."
The Cardinals do not expect
Oscar Taveras to miss much time
after rolling his left ankle during a
late-game at-bat Monday with
Class AAA Memphis. Taveras
wrenched his ankle running from
the box after a single in the
seventh inning. He was removed
from the game for a pinch runner
and he did not play Tuesday in a
day game. General manager John
Mozeliak, who was in attendance
Monday night, called Taveras "day
to day."
Taveras was limited to 46
games with Memphis last season
because of a high ankle sprain that
required surgery and a rehab
process that left him wary of the
joint even into spring training of
this year. That injury was to his
other ankle, the right ankle.
Mozeliak
called
resting
Taveras
on
Tuesday
"precautionary."
Read more about the Cardinals at
alestlelive.com
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GIVE YOU MORE!
HELP WANTED
Male College Students wanted for _
outdoor landscape laborer. Star'ting at
$8.75 per hour with raises. 25 to 30
hours per week with flexible hours
(618) 560-1712
Personal Assistant
Must love dogs. Individual will assist in
running a double income, no kids
house~old. Specific duties include
running errands, dog sitting, driving to
medical appointments or conferences.
Benefits include free room and board
close to campus and flexibility around
class schedule. Preference given to
health science students and references
will be required.
Email: tmfpaer@gmail.com

FOR RENT
SMOKE-FREE 2BR 1.5BA
Townhomes. $675 month. Includes
water, sewer and trash service.
Washer/Dryer in unit. 6.6 mi. to SIUE.
Quiet. Clean. No pets. No smoking
(618) 931-4700 www.fairwayestates.net
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